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1. achieves 97.3% accuracy for contemporary texts
2. solves the problem with word “miałem”

Good news



Task
PolEval 2020 Task 2: Morphosyntactic tagging of Middle, New and Modern Polish



Data
● annotated using a historical tagset similar to Morfeusz SGJP
● represented as directed acyclic graphs of interpretations
● annotated by the date of creation
● not split into sentences







Methods
Two separate steps:

● tokenization - most work
● tagging



Tokenization
The network answers a question if after every character should be the end of the 
token.

● forward and backward character-based language model using recurrent 
neural networks (RNN)

● bidirectional RNN 
● conditional random field (CRF)

First version (wo_morf) uses only characters.

Second version uses exploits information from Morfeusz by appending to each 
character additional information, i.e. potential end of token, potential tags, and 
time of creation.





Tagging
● operates on tokenized text
● transformer model with a standard token classification head



Evaluation
Tokenization is measured on token level using precision, recall and F1.

The main metric in the competition is an accuracy -- a percentage of all tokens 
that match tagger segmentation with the correct tag. 

The accuracy is also provided for known and unknown tokens for a morphological 
analyzer. 

Additionally, the organizers report Acc on manual -- accuracy for manually 
tokenized words and manually appended correct interpretations to interpretations 
from the analyzer.



Experiments
The training was performed using only data provided by organizers.

The tokenization module uses Flair embeddings. The training lasts 24 hours on 
GPU Tesla V100 with a learning rate 0.1 and a hidden size of RNN 256.

For the tagging module, the transformer model has been chosen as a 
multi-language XLM-RoBERTa large version. The model was fine-tuned for 20 
epochs using learning rate 5e-5, maximum sequence length 512, max gradient 
norm 1.0, without warmup steps. The training takes 4 hours using GPU Tesla 
V100.

Two versions were trained: using only training data (train) and using training and 
development data (train+devel).



Results - tokenization



Results - tagging (PolEval)



Results - tagging

For comparison, in 2017 KRNNT on modern texts achieved accuracy 93.72%, on 
known 94.43%, and on unknown 69.03%.



Source code and models are available at:

https://github.com/kwrobel-nlp/kftt

https://www.linkedin.com/in/wrobelkrzysztof/

https://github.com/kwrobel-nlp/kftt
https://www.linkedin.com/in/wrobelkrzysztof/

